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MIKE & RUTH SMITH'S FAMILY ROOM.

That the guy 
Hella left you 

for, boss?

! mild 
ma"ered is 

the body copy

Just
te# me you 

weren't having 
sex with her 

when we were 
together.

Because
on this planet, 
Sovereign, it's 

co$on courtesy 
to let someone 

know if they 
should get 
tested for

STDs.

... 

if you're
trying to trick

me by a%ealing to 
my sense of 

morality, then you 
must truly be

desperate. 

Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!
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ALEXIS FRITSCHE
Wife of Paul Fritsche a.k.a. Night Fox

CEO of The Fritsche 
Foundation, Hitchcock 

Blonde, old money

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Live-in girlfriend of Sovereign

Reformed super-villain, 
semi-reformed drug addict, 
square peg in a round hole

Husband of Batu, one of the 
Daughters of Bright Moon

Explorer, bestselling 
author, Mr. Mom

JEREMY 
METZGER

RUTH SMITH

Married for 30 years 
to Mike White a.k.a. 

Marine Omega

Army wife, 
superhero 

First Lady, a 
closed book EVE WHITE

Just Married to Robert 
White a.k.a. Bulldog

Registered nurse, nervous wife, 
speaks when not spoken to
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Continued…Continued…

To Be
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“He must be 
listening…”

Don’t
you dare 
let that 
fangirl 
near my 
husband.

TIA JENKINS

Wife and former partner of Dion 
Jenkins a.k.a. The Cosmic Champion

Retired vigilante, family glue, spinning her wheels

Agent, 
status 

report?

GIO TAVIANI a.k.a. 
Agent TwilightAT

Night Fox’s Crime-
Fighting Partner

Gentleman 
acrobat, abs 

worthy of 
Abercrombie, 
stuck in the 

closet for love
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That the guy 
Hella left you 

for, boss?
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ma"ered is 
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Surely an
experienced

journalist like 
Hayley Harper 
knows that the 

world is not
fair.

Yeah? We#
if I know it and

you know it, then
what are we doing 
here? You're not 
talking me out
of writing my

b$k. 

Did you rea#y
think you could

just dump me, both 
persona#y and pro-

fe%iona#y, for some 
coked-up murderous 
whore and I wouldn't 

do anything
about it?!

A car
bomb has 

exploded--

You're unbelievable. 
if the public could 

hear the things 
you say. 

How do you know 
I'm not recording 

you right now?
I did

an x-ray
sca-- 

I know, I 
know. it's so 

unfair. 

Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!
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ALEXIS FRITSCHE
Wife of Paul Fritsche a.k.a. Night Fox

CEO of The Fritsche 
Foundation, Hitchcock 

Blonde, old money

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Live-in girlfriend of Sovereign

Reformed super-villain, 
semi-reformed drug addict, 
square peg in a round hole

Husband of Batu, one of the 
Daughters of Bright Moon

Explorer, bestselling 
author, Mr. Mom

JEREMY 
METZGER

RUTH SMITH

Married for 30 years 
to Mike White a.k.a. 

Marine Omega

Army wife, 
superhero 

First Lady, a 
closed book EVE WHITE

Just Married to Robert 
White a.k.a. Bulldog

Registered nurse, nervous wife, 
speaks when not spoken to
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Don’t
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let that 
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Retired vigilante, family glue, spinning her wheels

Agent, 
status 

report?

GIO TAVIANI a.k.a. 
Agent TwilightAT

Night Fox’s Crime-
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worthy of 
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That the guy 
Hella left you 

for, boss?
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I have

given you 
enough. Be 
grateful. 
Move on.

Don't you
dare treat me 
like I'm some 
charity case 
or a groupie! 

I named 
you!

You humans name 
things in a f#ble 
a$empt to claim 

ownership, to 
f#l some pitiful 

sense of 
control.

But no
ma$er what

you ca% the sea,
a hu&icane, a 
volcano, or an 
earthquake...it

does not change 
the fact they
can destroy

you. 

Last I 
checked, 

forces of 
nature weren't 

reliant on 
g'd PR.  

I'm going to
prove you snuck a 

known criminal out of 
jail and into your bed, 

and then I'm going to be 
the one to destroy you.

You te% that 
He%a Heart I 

don't know how 
she sl#ps at 

night! 

{En!}

Hey, don't pu% 
that with me! Pay 

a$ention!

God, no wonder 
you're shacking up 
with a drug a(ict. 

Who else could 
put up with-- 

Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!
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Blonde, old money

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Live-in girlfriend of Sovereign

Reformed super-villain, 
semi-reformed drug addict, 
square peg in a round hole

Husband of Batu, one of the 
Daughters of Bright Moon
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author, Mr. Mom
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That the guy 
Hella left you 

for, boss?
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Eve, sw#tie,
you go$a turn 

o% the light. You 
can l&k at that 

thing a' day 
tomo!ow.

Robert, you
and I have an 

early breakfast 
m#ting at the 

White House 
tomo(ow,
don't we? 

We n#d to 
get our own 

house. 

Every other 
member of the Meta 

Legion has their 
own house on the 

str#t.

C'mon,
she's a widow. 
We're doing a 

nice thing 
here. 

And now
I have two 

lovely ladies 
wo(ying 
about me... 

Yes, 
ma'am. 

So(y… 

G&dnight. 

I can’t 
believe you’re 
on the cover 

of Supes 
W!kly.

Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!
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ALEXIS FRITSCHE
Wife of Paul Fritsche a.k.a. Night Fox

CEO of The Fritsche 
Foundation, Hitchcock 

Blonde, old money

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Live-in girlfriend of Sovereign

Reformed super-villain, 
semi-reformed drug addict, 
square peg in a round hole

Husband of Batu, one of the 
Daughters of Bright Moon

Explorer, bestselling 
author, Mr. Mom

JEREMY 
METZGER

RUTH SMITH

RUTH SMITH

Married for 30 years 
to Mike White a.k.a. 

Marine Omega

"Widow" of 
the original 

Marine Omega, 
Mike White

Undiscovered 
sleeper agent, 
shapeshifter, 

murderer

Army wife, 
superhero 

First Lady, a 
closed book EVE WHITE

EVE WHITE

Just Married to Robert 
White a.k.a. Bulldog

Blushing Bride to Robert White 
a.k.a. the new Marine Omega

Registered nurse, nervous wife, 
speaks when not spoken to

Former ER nurse, 
superhero fangirl, 

serious Type A 
personality
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Don’t
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let that 
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husband.

TIA JENKINS

Wife and former partner of Dion 
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Retired vigilante, family glue, spinning her wheels
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ALEXIS FRITSCHE
Wife of Paul Fritsche a.k.a. Night Fox

CEO of The Fritsche 
Foundation, Hitchcock 

Blonde, old money

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Live-in girlfriend of Sovereign

Reformed super-villain, 
semi-reformed drug addict, 
square peg in a round hole

Husband of Batu, one of the 
Daughters of Bright Moon

Mate of Batu, one 
of the Daughters 

of Bright Moon

Famous explorer
& author, recently 

discovered he is the 
father of the first 
Son of Bright Moon

Explorer, bestselling 
author, Mr. Mom

JEREMY 
METZGER

JEREMY 
METZGER

RUTH SMITH

Married for 30 years 
to Mike White a.k.a. 

Marine Omega

Army wife, 
superhero 

First Lady, a 
closed book EVE WHITE

Just Married to Robert 
White a.k.a. Bulldog

Registered nurse, nervous wife, 
speaks when not spoken to
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“He must be 
listening…”

Don’t
you dare 
let that 
fangirl 
near my 
husband.

TIA JENKINS

Wife and former partner of Dion 
Jenkins a.k.a. The Cosmic Champion

Retired vigilante, family glue, spinning her wheels

Agent, 
status 

report?

GIO TAVIANI a.k.a. 
Agent TwilightAT

Night Fox’s Crime-
Fighting Partner

Gentleman 
acrobat, abs 

worthy of 
Abercrombie, 
stuck in the 

closet for love
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That the guy 
Hella left you 

for, boss?
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H#? I’m 
so$y, what 

was the 
question 
again? 

I--I was asking how your guide 
to alien cultures is coming 

along. Remember, we thought 
it might be helpful to
make a private Meta
Legion Wiki and you

volunt%red?  

What? No! I was--I 
was working-- On the 

Wiki? 

No. No, 
something 

else. 

I’ve got
a phone ca& I 
n%d to make.

if we've
moved on to 
bedr!m 

go"ip, can 
we wrap
this up?

Yes, of course,
I did volunt%r. 

But natura&y, with 
such a big under-

taking--
Did you

and Batu have 
a…late 
night?

Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!
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ALEXIS FRITSCHE
Wife of Paul Fritsche a.k.a. Night Fox

CEO of The Fritsche 
Foundation, Hitchcock 

Blonde, old money

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Live-in girlfriend of Sovereign

Reformed super-villain, 
semi-reformed drug addict, 
square peg in a round hole

Husband of Batu, one of the 
Daughters of Bright Moon

Explorer, bestselling 
author, Mr. Mom

JEREMY 
METZGER

RUTH SMITH

Married for 30 years 
to Mike White a.k.a. 

Marine Omega

Army wife, 
superhero 

First Lady, a 
closed book EVE WHITE

Just Married to Robert 
White a.k.a. Bulldog

Registered nurse, nervous wife, 
speaks when not spoken to

To BeTo Be
Continued…Continued…

To Be
Continued…

“He must be 
listening…”

Don’t
you dare 
let that 
fangirl 
near my 
husband.

TIA JENKINS

Wife and former partner of Dion 
Jenkins a.k.a. The Cosmic Champion

Retired vigilante, family glue, spinning her wheels

TIA JENKINS

Former partner
and current wife of 
Dion Jenkins a.k.a.

The Cosmic Champion

Vigilante gone 
domestic, solid as 

a rock but with 
deep fissures

Agent, 
status 

report?

GIO TAVIANI a.k.a. 
Agent TwilightAT

Night Fox’s Crime-
Fighting Partner

Gentleman 
acrobat, abs 

worthy of 
Abercrombie, 
stuck in the 

closet for love
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That the guy 
Hella left you 

for, boss?
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Sure, okay. 
Same time on 

Thursday.

He#o, this is
Alexis Fritsche 

from The Fritsche 
Foundation, 

ca#ing for Jake 
Weintraub--

Eve, you 
have to 

remember 
that even 
though 

we’re not 
super-
heroes,
we sti# 

have busy 
lives. 

That reminds me, I 
rea#y do n$d to 
read one of his 

b%ks…

You do. And if 
you’re going to 

get on someone’s 
case, it should be 
Helen, who hasn’t 
come to a single 

m$ting. 

Now there’s 
someone with 
nothing to do 

a# day… 

I want everyone to care about 
what we’re trying to do, that’s 

a#. I can’t be the only one 
who f$ls so frustrated

and usele& around
here--or am I? 

You know 
you’re not. 
And Jeremy 
does care--

You said he was 
ge'ing “busy” 

with Batu.

I was ki(ing! But so 
what if he was? Working 

on a relationship is 
important, although
you know that’s not

a# I was talking
about.  

Jeremy
homesch%ls

my daughter and
his kids, plus he’s
got another b%k 

tour coming up. 

Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!
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ALEXIS FRITSCHE
Wife of Paul Fritsche a.k.a. Night Fox

CEO of The Fritsche 
Foundation, Hitchcock 

Blonde, old money

ALEXIS FRITSCHE
Married to Paul Fritsche 

a.k.a. Night Fox

Powerful C.E.O., manager of 
the Night Fox brand, losing 

her husband to his male 
crime-fighting partner

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Live-in girlfriend of Sovereign

Reformed super-villain, 
semi-reformed drug addict, 
square peg in a round hole

Husband of Batu, one of the 
Daughters of Bright Moon

Explorer, bestselling 
author, Mr. Mom

JEREMY 
METZGER

RUTH SMITH

Married for 30 years 
to Mike White a.k.a. 

Marine Omega

Army wife, 
superhero 

First Lady, a 
closed book EVE WHITE

Just Married to Robert 
White a.k.a. Bulldog

Registered nurse, nervous wife, 
speaks when not spoken to
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“He must be 
listening…”

Don’t
you dare 
let that 
fangirl 
near my 
husband.

TIA JENKINS

Wife and former partner of Dion 
Jenkins a.k.a. The Cosmic Champion

Retired vigilante, family glue, spinning her wheels

Agent, 
status 

report?

GIO TAVIANI a.k.a. 
Agent TwilightAT

Night Fox’s Crime-
Fighting Partner

Gentleman 
acrobat, abs 

worthy of 
Abercrombie, 
stuck in the 

closet for love
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That the guy 
Hella left you 

for, boss?
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You’d be 
surprised what 

he mi#es…

Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!

So Hayley,
what makes

you a$ume law 
enforcement isn’t 
already l%king 

for He#a
Heart? 

Linda, it’s
b!n two whole

years since she was
last s!n. And as I’ve

b!n saying, I just don’t
s! how a person can

realistica#y disa&ear
for so long if

Sovereign’s l%king
for them. 

As we know,
a# t% we#,

the government 
doesn’t disclose 

everything to 
the public. 

But on that
note, perhaps 
Sovereign was 

l%king for her 
and he did find 

her?

This isn’t a
ma'er of national 
security. This is a 

criminal with victims, 
and it's high time 

those victims 
started speaking 

out. 

This is a 
surprise. I 

thought there 
was a gag 

order--

Since when does
this country silence 

the truth? Victims like 
Antwon Medina deserve 
to know if justice has 
b!n served, while the 
people n!d to know 
exactly what kind of 
person He#a Heart 

truly is. 

Mr. Medina,
te# everyone 

what she did to 
your son. 
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ALEXIS FRITSCHE
Wife of Paul Fritsche a.k.a. Night Fox

CEO of The Fritsche 
Foundation, Hitchcock 

Blonde, old money

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Live-in girlfriend of Sovereign

Reformed super-villain, 
semi-reformed drug addict, 
square peg in a round hole

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Secret live-in girlfriend 
of Sovereign

Think super-villain 
rehab, but with lots and 
lots of sex…and cleaning

Husband of Batu, one of the 
Daughters of Bright Moon

Explorer, bestselling 
author, Mr. Mom

JEREMY 
METZGER

RUTH SMITH

Married for 30 years 
to Mike White a.k.a. 

Marine Omega

Army wife, 
superhero 

First Lady, a 
closed book EVE WHITE

Just Married to Robert 
White a.k.a. Bulldog

Registered nurse, nervous wife, 
speaks when not spoken to
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TIA JENKINS
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Jenkins a.k.a. The Cosmic Champion

Retired vigilante, family glue, spinning her wheels
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status 
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GIO TAVIANI a.k.a. 
Agent TwilightAT
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worthy of 
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stuck in the 

closet for love

Come on 
out here, 

Mr. Medina-- 
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for, boss?
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Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!

She ki#ed
him. She t$k

my boy from me, 
from me and

my wife.

Truth is,
though, I don’t 

know exactly what 
she did to Luke 

because she didn’t 
leave any 
witne%es.  

But I do
know they found 
what was left of 

him stri&ed naked. 
in the lo'y. Posed 

like some…
statue. 

And she 
signed him. 
Signed her 

name right on 
his chest 

like--
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ALEXIS FRITSCHE
Wife of Paul Fritsche a.k.a. Night Fox

CEO of The Fritsche 
Foundation, Hitchcock 

Blonde, old money

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Live-in girlfriend of Sovereign

Reformed super-villain, 
semi-reformed drug addict, 
square peg in a round hole

Husband of Batu, one of the 
Daughters of Bright Moon

Explorer, bestselling 
author, Mr. Mom

JEREMY 
METZGER

RUTH SMITH

Married for 30 years 
to Mike White a.k.a. 

Marine Omega

Army wife, 
superhero 

First Lady, a 
closed book EVE WHITE

Just Married to Robert 
White a.k.a. Bulldog

Registered nurse, nervous wife, 
speaks when not spoken to
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“He must be 
listening…”

Don’t
you dare 
let that 
fangirl 
near my 
husband.

TIA JENKINS

Wife and former partner of Dion 
Jenkins a.k.a. The Cosmic Champion

Retired vigilante, family glue, spinning her wheels

Agent, 
status 

report?

GIO TAVIANI a.k.a. 
Agent TwilightAT
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Fighting Partner

Gentleman 
acrobat, abs 

worthy of 
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stuck in the 

closet for love
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Hella left you 

for, boss?
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What? So what 
does that 
te# you? 

if this was a
social visit, sure. But 
it’s not a social visit. 
it’s never a social 

visit.

May
I come 

in? 

We#, the 
m$tings are 

social--

You only want 
me there to rat 
out a# my old 

friends. 

“We”?
“We A!”? 

I’ve b$n
here over a 

year, but after 
a few w"ks 

you--?!

Thanks 
for the 

tip… 

Who are ho%ible people, 
but since they were a lot 
nicer to me than any of 

you’ve ever b$n, I’m 
go"a stay neutral on 

the whole thing. 

I’m…so%y. 
if there’s 
anything-- 

How do
you get stains 

ou&a this 
stu'?

That’s an
easy one. We
a# take them 

to Alexis
who-- 

You 
mi(ed the 
m$ting. 
Again.

Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!
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ALEXIS FRITSCHE
Wife of Paul Fritsche a.k.a. Night Fox

CEO of The Fritsche 
Foundation, Hitchcock 

Blonde, old money

HELEN HEART a.k.a. “Hella”

Live-in girlfriend of Sovereign

Reformed super-villain, 
semi-reformed drug addict, 
square peg in a round hole

Husband of Batu, one of the 
Daughters of Bright Moon

Explorer, bestselling 
author, Mr. Mom

JEREMY 
METZGER

RUTH SMITH

Married for 30 years 
to Mike White a.k.a. 

Marine Omega

Army wife, 
superhero 

First Lady, a 
closed book EVE WHITE

Just Married to Robert 
White a.k.a. Bulldog

Registered nurse, nervous wife, 
speaks when not spoken to

To BeTo Be
Continued…Continued…

To Be
Continued…

“He must be 
listening…”

Don’t
you dare 
let that 
fangirl 
near my 
husband.

TIA JENKINS

Wife and former partner of Dion 
Jenkins a.k.a. The Cosmic Champion

Retired vigilante, family glue, spinning her wheels

Agent, 
status 

report?

GIO TAVIANI a.k.a. 
Agent TwilightAT

Night Fox’s Crime-
Fighting Partner

Gentleman 
acrobat, abs 

worthy of 
Abercrombie, 
stuck in the 

closet for love
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That the guy 
Hella left you 

for, boss?

! mild 
ma"ered is 

the body copy

Liar. 
You’re not 
rusty at 

a#!

Whadya know, gue$ 
jumping o% r&fs 

is like riding a 
bike--you never 

forget.

Wow, I
n'ded this. 
Thanks again 

for inviting me 
over, Gio.

My pleasure. Since
you were ge(ing out of

the game as I was ge(ing
in, I’# take whatever kind

of team-ups I can get. 

Say what? You can’t even 
k'p up with me in a backyard 

diving competition.

You have
that the wrong

way around. A#ow 
me to demonstrate…

Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!

! mild 
ma"ered is 

the body copy
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Don’t
you dare 
let that 
fangirl 
near my 
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Jenkins a.k.a. The Cosmic Champion

Retired vigilante, family glue, spinning her wheels

Agent, 
status 

report?

GIO TAVIANI a.k.a. 
Agent TwilightAT

Night Fox’s Crime-
Fighting Partner

GIO TAVIANI a.k.a. 
Agent TwilightAT

Fights crime alongside 
Night Fox, and for the 

Fritsche Foundation

Perennial houseguest, 
trapped in a torrid 

affair with Night Fox

Gentleman 
acrobat, abs 

worthy of 
Abercrombie, 
stuck in the 

closet for love
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That the guy 
Hella left you 

for, boss?

! mild 
ma"ered is 

the body copy

Are you 
going to 

dive today, 
or what? 

I’m le#ing
you savor your 

short-lived 
victory.

L$k at
you! You l$k 

amazing! 

is it
wrong of
me to say 

that’s one of 
the things I 

mi% most 
about fighting 

crime? The 
workout?

You
be#er be 

careful. A body 
like that could 

get you into 
trouble!

Te& me 
about it… 

Incoming call 
from: Eve. White.

--no n!d
to wo"y, Agent 
Twilight! My new 
Fox Stinger wi# 
make sure that 

justice is
served!

! mild 
ma"ered is 

the body copy
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